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Let G be the group of isometries of the n-sphere, Euclidean n-space, or hyperbolic n-space, 
the group of similarities of Euclidean n-space, or the group of Mobius transformations of the 
n-sphere. In each case we attempt to determine the conjugacy classes in G which are amalgamated 
when we allow conjugation of the elements of G by homeomorphisms of the space on which G 
acts. We are successful modulo undetermined amalgamation among certain periodic orthogonal 
transformations. 
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1. Introduction 
Let g :X +X and g’ :X’+ X’ be transformations of the topological spaces X 
and X’. We say that g and g’ are topological/y equivalent if there is a homeomorphism 
h :X+X’such that g’=h-‘gh. 
Let G and G’ be subgroups of the full homeomorphism groups of X and X’. 
Then the topological equivalence of g E G and g’ E G’ extends to an equivalence 
of their respective conjugacy classes within G and G’. In the special case when 
X’=X and G’= G it is natural to ask which conjugacy classes are amalgamated 
by topological equivalence. 
In an earlier paper [9] we considered five instances of the amalgamation problem 
by taking G equal to the isometry group of the 2-sphere, the Euclidean plane, and 
the hyperbolic plane, the group of similarities of the Euclidean plane, and the 
group of Mobius transformations of the 2-sphere. Here we extend these results to 
n dimensions and introduce some additional problems as well. 
2. Euclidean and non-Euclidean geometry 
It is natural to consider the classical spherical, Euclidean, and hyperbolic 
geometries together because there is a strong parallel between them. In each case, 
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the group of isometries is generated by reflections in hyperplanes and any isometry 
can be factored as a product of at most n + 1 reflections. Each reflection is sense 
reversing hence an isometry is sense reversing or opposite if it can be factored into 
an odd number of reflections and sense preserving or direct if it can be factored 
into an even number of reflections. 
Products of two reflections are very important and so we shall temporarily speak 
of them as ‘special transformations’. It turns out that every direct isometry has a 
canonical factorization into the commuting product of special transformations and 
every opposite isometry has a canonical factorization into the commuting product 
of a reflection and a direct transformation. The essential differences among the 
three geometries depend upon the nature of the special transformations. 
In spherical geometry, two hyperplanes (= great (n - l)-spheres) always intersect 
and the product of their reflections is a rotation. In Euclidean geometry, two 
hyperplanes either intersect or are parallel and the product of their reflections is 
therefore either a rotation or a translation. In hyperbolic geometry, two hyperplanes 
either intersect, or have a unique common perpendicular line, or do neither of the 
above and accordingly the product of their reflections is a rotation, or a translation, 
or a parallel displacement. These assertions and others which appear later in this 
section will become clearer when we discuss models of the various geometries in 
greater detail. 
The most general similarity of Euclidean n-space is either an isometry or the 
commuting product of a dilatation and an isometry with the same fixed point. By 
admitting dilatations as special transformations we give the group of Euclidean 
similarities the same structure as the isometry groups just discussed. 
This convention becomes even more natural when we observe that a dilatation 
can be factored as the product of inversions in two concentric (n - 1)-spheres. This 
in turn suggests that we should also consider the Mobius group, that is the group 
of transformations of 54” u {co} which is generated by reflections in (n - l)-flats and 
inversions in (n - 1)-spheres. In considering the Mobius group it is frequently useful 
to transfer its action by stereographic projection to the unit n-sphere in R”+‘. 
In [ll] it is shown that the general Mobius transformation is conjugate to an 
isometry of the n-sphere or to a transformation of R” u {co} which acts either as a 
proper similarity of R” or as a fixed point free isometry of R”. The second transforma- 
tion is the commuting product of a dilatation and an isometry of the (n - l)-sphere 
and the last transformation is the commuting product of a translation and an 
isometry of the (n -2)-sphere. 
Not only is the Mobius group a sort of generalization of the groups considered 
previously but it is also a convenient starting point for a unified discussion of the 
classical geometries. Every fixed point free Mobius involution of the n-sphere 
indexes a model of spherical geometry in just the same way that the usual antipodal 
map indexes the usual model. Every point of the n-sphere can be used as ~0 to 
give a model of Euclidean geometry. And every n-ball provides a Poincare model 
of hyperbolic geometry. (See [lo] for details.) 
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This point of view reveals four isomorphisms which will be useful to us. First, 
the stabilizer of a point in the isometry group of any of the classical n-dimensional 
geometries is equal to the isometry group of (n - l)-dimensional spherical geometry. 
Second, the stabilizer of a horosphere (the orthogonal trajectory of a pencil of 
parallel rays) in n-dimensional hyperbolic geometry is isomorphic to the isometry 
group of (n - 1)-dimensional Euclidean geometry. Third, the isometry group of 
n-dimensional hyperbolic geometry is isomorphic to the (n - 1)-dimensional Mobius 
group. (See [4] for details of the case n = 3.) And fourth, the stabilizer of a point 
in the n-dimensional Mobius group is isomorphic to the group of similarities of 
n-dimensional Euclidean geometry. 
3. Notational conventions 
We identify Euclidean n-space with R” so that a typical point is an n-tuple of 
real numbers 
(Xl, x2, x3, x4, . . . 7 X”). 
In order to represent certain isometries it is convenient to pair the first 2s real 
coordinates into complex ones zj =xzj-i + irzj,j = 1, 2, . . . , S, SO that the same point 
can be written 
(21.22, . . . , zs, x2s+1,. . . ,X”). 
For other purposes it is convenient to let r = CC;=, x~)I’~ be the usual Euclidean 
distance to the origin and to represent the same point in the third form 
rtwl, w2,. . . , ws, Yz~+~, . . . , Y,) 
where the w’s are complex numbers and the y’s are real numbers which together 
satisfy 
i lWj12+ i yf=l. 
j=l j=2s+l 
For the rest of this paper we shall, without further comment, adhere strictly to 
these conventions. Thus 
(w1, w2, * * *, ws, Y2s+l,. *. 7 Yn+l) 
automatically denotes a point on the unit n-sphere in l&k”+‘. And 
(x1, x2, x3, x4, . . . ,X”) 
denotes a point of n-dimensional hyperbolic geometry in the Poincare ball model 
if r < 1 or in the Poincare halfspace model if x, > 0. 
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4. Isometries of n-dimensional spherical geometry 
The general isometry of the unit n-sphere in IV’+’ is given by an orthogonal 
transformation. The familiar theory of these transformations shows that they are 
each conjugate to a transformation of the form 
(Wl, wz, * * * , ws, Y2r+l,. . . , Yn+1) 
+ (ei”‘wl, eilLzw2, . . . , eiBsw,, (-l)‘yZstl, . . . , yn+i) 
where O<+jiv, j=l,2,... ,s, t=O or 1, and 2s+r<n+l. Thus the direct 
isometries are conjugate to the commuting product of s rotations, none exceeding 
IT, and the opposite isometries are conjugate to the commuting product of one 
reflection and s rotations, none exceeding T. We shall refer to these as (s, t)- 
transformations with angles 4i, cL2, . . . , &. 
Because our convention for naming points is firmly established we can abbreviate 
the definition of these and other transformations by simply writing the image of a 
general point. In this notation, the general isometry of the n-sphere is the (s, t)- 
transformation: 
(ei’L’wl, eitizw2,. . . , eicLsw,, (-l)‘yZs+r, . . . , y,+J. 
Now we report the work of others in determining which of these conjugacy 
classes can be amalgamated by topological conjugation. De Rham [6] has shown 
that if the conjugating homeomorphism is required to be a diffeomorphism, then 
no amalgamation is possible. Kuiper and Robbin [5] have shown that unless some 
$j is a rational multiple of n with denominator a4 the conjugacy class cannot be 
involved in amalgamation. Cappell and Shaneson ([3] and announcements [l] and 
[2]) have shown that no amalgamation is possible unless the dimension satisfies 
n Z= 6. On the other hand they have also demolished a tempting conjecture by 
showing that the (4, 1)-transformation of the g-sphere with all 4j = HIT is topologi- 
tally equivalent to the (4, 1)-transformation of the 9-sphere with all $j = frr. Their 
continuing work on this problem may soon yield a complete solution to the 
amalgamation problem in the isometry group of the n-sphere. 
5. Isometries of n-dimensional Euclidean geometry 
There is a topologically significant distinction between the isometries which 
possess a fixed point and those which do not. 
An isometry which possesses a fixed point is essentially an isometry of the 
(n -1)-sphere and hence conjugate to an (s, t)-transformation with angles 
9,,(L2 ,..., rlr,,and2s+t~n: 
(e’“lzl, e i&, 22, . . . , e’%,, (-1);C2s+l,. . . ,x,1. 
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Two of these conjugacy classes will be topologically equivalent if the corresponding 
classes on the (n - 1)-sphere are topologically equivalent. 
A fixed point free isometry can be written as the commuting product of a 
translation and an isometry of the (n -2)-sphere [ll]. It is therefore conjugate to 
what we may call an (s, t)-translation with angles $r, 1+4~, . . . , t,bs, distance d, and 
2s+lcn-1: 
(ei”lzl, e’J12z2, . . . , e%zS, (-1)‘~2~+r,. . . ,x, +d). 
There is a topological distinction between the direct transformations with t = 0 and 
the opposite transformations with t = 1. In fact this is the only topologically 
significant distinction and we have 
Theorem 1. Every fixed point free isometry of Euclidean n-space is topologically 
equivalent to a (0, t)-translation with distance 1 and t = 0 or 1, t G n - 1. 
Proof. Let g be an (s, t)-translation with angles $1, $2, . . . , &, and distance d. 
In order to reduce the rotation angles of g to 0 we can conjugate by the 
homeomorphism h I : 
(zl exp(-ix,d-‘$l), z2 exp(-ix,d-‘ti2), . . . , z, exp(-ix,d-‘$,), x~~+~,. . . ,x,). 
For if we follow the jth and the last component of a point under h;‘ghI we have 
(Zi, X”) hi’ghl = (Zj exp(ix,d-‘rlj), x,)'~' 
= (Zj exp(ix,d-‘$j +i$j), X, +d)hl 
=(zj exp(ix,d-‘$j +il/li -i(x, +d)d-‘Gj), X, +d) 
= (Zj, X" + d). 
Independent of the rotation angles we can change the length of the translation 
to 1 by conjugating with the dilatation h2: d-‘r or by conjugating with the homeo- 
morphism h ; : 
(ZI, ~2.. . . , zs, xzs+1,. . . , d-‘xn) 
which acts as an isometry on the hyperplanes in the pencil perpendicular to the 
translation. If we follow the last component of a point under h;‘gh2 we have 
(X”) h7’nhz = (dx,)gh2 = (dx, +d)h2 = (x, + 1). 
This proves that the homeomorphisms h = hlhz and h’ = h lhb each conjugate g 
to a (0, t)-translation with distance 1. 
6. Similarities of n-dimensional Euclidean geometry 
A similarity changes distance by its scale factor k >O. If k = 1 it is an isometry 
and if k # 1 it is a proper similarity. The mapping from similarities to their scale 
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factors is a homomorphism onto the multiplicative group of positive real numbers 
hence scale factors are conjugacy class invariants in the group of similarities. 
By applying the contraction mapping principle to g or g-i as appropriate we can 
show that every proper similarity has a fixed point and hence deduce that it can 
be written as the commuting product of a dilatation and an isometry with the same 
fixed point. If g has scale factor k # 1 and fixed point P and if B is a ball centred 
at P, then U,,>i Bg” = R” or nnS1 Bg”={P} as k>l or k<l. Thus there is a 
topological distinction between k > 1, k = 1 and k < 1. 
The conjugacy classes of similarities can be listed so that those of different types 
are obviously topologically inequivalent. 
An isometry with a fixed point is conjugate to an (s, t)-transformation with angles 
4i,(j12,. . .,t,b,, and2s+tcn: 
(ei+zl, eiJI%zz, . . . , e’+szS, (-l);i2S+l, . . . ,x,>. 
Topological amalgamation for these classes will be precisely the same as in Euclidean 
isometries. 
A fixed point free isometry is conjugate to an (s, t)-translation with angles 
$1, $42,. 1.9 4,,distancel,and2s+tcn-1: 
(eitilzl, eiG2f2, . . . , e’“7,, (-l)*~~~+i, . . . ,x, + 1). 
The distance is 1 because conjugation by dilatations is now available in the group. 
Theorem 1 shows that these are topologically equivalent to a (0, t)-translation with 
distance 1 and t = 0 or 1, t G n - 1. 
Finally, a proper similarity is conjugate to what we may call an (s, t)-dilatation 
with angles 1+4i, QQ~, . . . ,&, scalefactork#l,and2s+tCn: 
kr(e’“lwl, elti2w2,. . . , eitiSw,, (-l)‘yzS+i, . . . , y,). 
The obvious topological invariants determined by t and k are the only ones which 
divide these classes as we show in 
Theorem 2. Every proper similarity of Euclidean n-space is topologically equivalent 
to a (0, t)-dilatation with scale factor e or e-’ and t = 0 or 1. 
Proof. Let g be an (s, t)-dilatation with angles $i, I,!J~, . . . , I/I,, and scale factor k # 1. 
In order to reduce the rotation angles of g to 0 we can conjugate by the homeo- 
morphism h 1: 
dwl exp(-ih logk r), w2 exp(-i42 logk r), . . . , ws exp(-i& hk r), yZs+l, . . . , yd. 
Then in order to reduce the scale factor to e or e-r we can conjugate by the 
homeomorphism h2: r 1”‘0g k’. The scale factor comes out as it should because 
k I/llogkl = _, 
I 
e ifk>l, 
e ifk<l. 
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7. Miibius transformations in dimension n 
We are free to represent these transformations on the n-sphere in IW”+’ or on 
R” u (00). We list three types of conjugacy classes as determined in [ll] and note 
that classes of different types cannot be amalgamated by topological conjugation. 
First, we have (s, t)-transformations with angles $r, 42, . . . , +bs, and 2s + t S n + 1: 
(ei”‘wl, e%v2,. . . , e”sw,, (-l)fy2S+~, . . . , yn+r). 
Any amalgamation of classes of this type will occur precisely as it does in the 
isometries of the n-sphere. 
Second, we have (s, t)-dilatations with angles $1, $2, . . . , qbs, scale factor k > 1, 
and 2s+tsn: 
kr(e”lwl, e%v2,. . . , eiGsw,, (-l)‘yz,+r, . . . , y,). 
These transformations have two fixed points 0 and 00 and we have used the 
possibility of conjugating by an inversion to normalize so that 0 is the ‘source’ of 
the flow, co is its ‘sink’ and k > 1 is a conjugacy class invariant which can be 
measured by an appropriate cross ratio [lo]. The homeomorphisms constructed in 
Theorem 2 extend to R” u {co} and amalgamate all of these classes to the (0, t)- 
dilatation with scale factor e and t=O or 1. 
Finally we have (s, t)-translations with angles ~I,I,+z, . . . , CL,, distance 1, and 
2s+tSn-1: 
(e’JI1zl, e%z2,. . . , e’%,, (-l);C~~+r, . . . , xn + 1). 
These act on R” u {CO} and have co as their only fixed point. The homeomorphisms 
constructed in Theorem 1 extend to IR” U{OO} and amalgamate all of these classes 
to the (0, t)-translations with distance 1 and t = 0 or 1, t c n - 1. 
We summarize the results of this section in 
Theorem 3. A Miibius transformation in dimension n is topologically equivalent to 
an isometry of the n-sphere, a (0, t)-dilatation of R” V(W) with scale factor e, or a 
(0, t)-translation of R” U{OO} with distance 1 and t = 0 or 1, t s n - 1. 
8. Isometries of n-dimensional hyperbolic space 
There are two convenient ways of modeling hyperbolic n-space as a subset of 
W”. The Poincare ball r < 1 bounded by the absolute (n - l&sphere r = 1 generalizes 
the disk model in R2 and the Poincare halfspace x, >O bounded by the absolute 
(n - 1)-flat x, = 0 generalizes the upper halfplane model in I%*. The hyperbolic 
(n - 1)-flats of these models are the portions of Euclidean (n - 1)-flats and (n - 
1)-spheres orthogonal to the absolute, which lie inside the model. Hyperbolic 
reflections are induced by the corresponding reflections and inversions and the 
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hyperbolic metric can be expressed in terms of cross ratio. The geodesics or 
hyperbolic lines are the portions of Euclidean lines and circles orthogonal to the 
absolute, which lie inside the model. Both models are conformal, that is they 
represent angles faithfully and the two models are isometric; one example of a 
distance preserving bijection between them is given by inversion in the (n - 
1)-sphere with centre (0, 0, . . . , -1) and radius JZ. Because the two models are 
isometric, we are free to represent the conjugacy classes of isometries in either one 
and we do this in a way suggested by the Mobius transformations which are induced 
on the absolute. 
If a hyperbolic isometry has a fixed point we represent it in the ball model with 
the origin fixed. The conjugacy classes then appear as (s, f)-transformations with 
angles +4r, (L2,. . . ,qk, and 2s+tcn: 
r(e”‘wl, e’+lw2,. . . , e”sw,, (-l)‘~~~+~, . . . , y,), [r < 11. 
Since the ball r < 1 is homeomorphic to R” by the homeomorphism h: r/(1 -r), 
these transformations are topologically equivalent to transformations of R” of the 
same form with r unrestricted. It follows that the topological equivalence of 
hyperbolic isometries with a fixed point must be precisely the same as that of 
Euclidean isometries with a fixed point. 
If a hyperbolic isometry is fixed point free, we represent it in the halfspace model. 
The conjugacy classes are of two types depending on whether they involve a 
translation or a parallel displacement. 
There is a notational dilemma at this point. We are dealing with Mobius transfor- 
mations which act by restriction on the points in the halfspace model of hyperbolic 
n-space. These Mobius transformations already have names but their old names 
are not descriptive of the restricted action viewed intrinsically. My compromise is 
to keep the old names but make a number of reminders about the action. 
The hyperbolic isometries which involve translation through hyperbolic distance 
d >O are conjugate to (s, t)-dilatations with angles +r, $2, . . . , IJ~, scale factor ed, 
and2s+tcn--1: 
edr(ei”lwl, eiti2w2, . . . , e”sw,, (-l)‘yzs+r,. . . , y,), [Y” ’ 01. 
The homeomorphisms introduced in Theorem 2 restrict to homeomorphisms of 
the halfspace model and show that these are all conjugate to (0, r)-dilatations with 
scale factor e, and t = 0 or 1, t c n - 1, that is to direct or opposite hyperbolic 
isometries which involve translation through unit hyperbolic distance. 
The hyperbolic isometries which involve parallel displacement are conjugate to 
(s, t)-translations with angles 4r, Gz, . . . , IJ?~, distance 1, and 2s + t c n - 2: 
(e”lzl, e”2z2, . . . , e’%,, (-1)Lx2s+i, . . . , xn-I + 1, xn), LX” > 01. 
The homeomorphisms introduced in Theorem 1 restrict to homeomorphisms of 
the halfspace model and show that these are all conjugate to (0, t)-translations with 
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distance 1, and t = 0 or 1, I c n -2, that is to direct or opposite parallel displace- 
ments. 
This much of the hyperbolic theory seems quite natural. Next comes a lemma 
which generalizes an unexpected result [9] in the two-dimensional theory: transla- 
tion is topologically equivalent to parallel displacement. 
Lemma 1. Let n 2 3. Ler g be the (0, t)-dilatation with scale factor e: 
er((-l)‘yl, ~2, . . . , ~~-1, YA [Y” ’ 01. 
Let g’ be the (0, t)-translation with distance 1: 
((-l)‘XI, x2, . . . 7 X,-l + 1, X”), IX” > 01. 
Then g’ = h-‘gh where h is the homeomorphism of the halfspace model: 
dyl, ~2, . . . , yn-1, y,)+ (+ y2 
+y”_l’l+y”_l”” 
, log r, Yn 
> l+Y”-1 . 
Proof. We explain the construction of h. The transformation g suggests a foliation 
of hyperbolic n-space whose leaves, the hyperbolic (n - 1)-flats r = constant, are 
advanced coherently by g. 
Similarly the transformation g’ suggests a foliation of hyperbolic n-space whose 
leaves, the hyperbolic (n - l&flats x,_~ = constant, are advanced coherently by g’. 
The homeomorphism h maps the leaves of the first foliation isometrically onto the 
leaves of the second foliation. In particular the leaf r = 1 is mapped to the leaf 
x,_~ = 0 by reflection in the hyperbolic (n -1)-flat which is represented in our 
model by the (n - l)-sphere with centre (0, 0, . . . , -1,0) and radius &. 
Notice that when n = 2 the proof above can be adapted to the case t = 0 to show 
that hyperbolic translations are topologically equivalent to parallel displacement. 
Since hyperbolic n-space is homeomorphic to Euclidean n-space, we want to 
compare our two classes of topologically equivalent fixed point free hyperbolic 
isometries with our two classes of topologically equivalent fixed point free Euclidean 
isometries. The formulae are simplest if we work through the hyperbolic isometries 
which involve parallel displacement but this means that we must make a separate 
argument in dimension n = 2 where there is no opposite isometry involving parallel 
displacement. 
Lemma 2. Let n 2 3. Let g be the (0, t)-translation with distance 1 acting on 
hyperbolic n-space : 
cc-l);rl, X2,. . . , X,-l + 1, X”), LX” > 01. 
Let g’ be the (0, t)-translation with distance 1 acting on Euclidean n-space: 
((-l);cI, x2, . . . ,X,-l + 1, X”). 
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Then g’ = h-‘gh where h is the homeomorphism from hyperbolic n-space to Euclidean 
n-space : 
(Xl, x2, * f * , X,-l, log X”), IX” > 01. 
Proof. Obvious. 
Lemma 3. Let g be the (0, 1)-dilatation with scale factor e acting on the hyperbolic 
plane: er(-yl, y2), [y2 > 01. Let g’ be the (0, l)-translation with distance 1 acting on 
the Euclidean plane: (-xl, x2 + 1). Then g is topologically equivalent to g’. 
Proof. Let h map the hyperbolic plane to the Euclidean plane by the rule 
r(yl,y2)-,(yI~;',logr). 
Then h is a homeomorphism because its inverse is given by the rule 
(xlrx2)+exZ ( 1 e e J1x:x:‘Jl l tx: * ) 
It is clear that g’ = h-‘gh. 
We summarize the results of this section in 
Theorem 4. The isometries of hyperbolic n-space are topologically equivalent to the 
isometries of Euclidean n-space. In addition to the isometries with a fixed point we 
have only two topological classes, the (0, t)-translations with distance 1 and t = 0 or 
1, ten-1. 
Proof. The isometries with a fixed point were treated at the beginning of this 
section. The fixed point free isometries were treated by Lemmas 1, 2, and 3. 
Theorem 4 is surprising because hyperbolic geometry is essentially more intricate 
than Euclidean, even in dimension n = 2. In support of this assertion we show that 
there are pairs of hyperbolic isbmetries which cannot simultaneously be exhibited 
as topologically equivalent to Euclidean similarities. 
In the hyperbolic plane a pair of suitably long translations along perpendicular 
lines will generate a free group of hyperbolic isometries. (See [S] for a picture of 
the related tessellation of the hyperbolic plane.) On the other hand, Sierpinski [7] 
has proved that every pair of similarities a and b of the Euclidean plane satisfies 
the relation 
(a-2b2a2b--2)(b--2a2b2a-2)(a-2b2a2b-2)-1(b-2a2b2a-2)-1 = I. 
A non-computational proof of this is simply to observe that squares of similarities 
must be rotations, translations, or dilatations, hence am2b2a2bP2 and b-‘a2b2ae2 
must be translations and since Euclidean translations commute, the relation holds. 
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9. Open problems 
It remains to completely solve the amalgamation problem for (s, t)-transforma- 
tions in the isometry group of the n-sphere hence also in the Mobius group of the 
n-sphere and in the isometry group of R” hence also in the group of similarities of 
R” and in the isometry group of hyperbolic n-space. 
Then it would be interesting to consider the simultaneous topological equivalence 
of finite sets of isometries. Given gi, gz, . . . , g, in G mapping X to itself and 
g;, g;, *. *, gk in G’ mapping X’ to itself, is there a homeomorphism h :X +X’ 
such that gi = helgih, j = 1,2, . . . , m? A negative result along these lines was given 
in the last paragraph of Section 8. In future work on the special case when X’ = X 
and G’= G we would like to make explicit the sense in which an increase in the 
size of the group generated by {gi, g2,. . . , g,,,} relative to G tends to draw h into 
G and hence force the pairs gj and gj to be more nearly conjugate in G and more 
‘simi’-.;ly aligned’ in G. 
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